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How to connect lg soundbar to roku tv with optical cable

By James Clark A cable TV set-top box with a digital FireWire jack can connect to an iMac computer for watching TV programs. Apple TV software on the iMac lets you process audio and video signals from the cable box through the FireWire cable. These digital data cables are available at electronics and
computer stores. Connecting the cable box to the iMac with a FireWire cables takes less than a minute. Plug in the FireWire cable to the port on the cable TV box. The connector inserts in one direction only, so you may need to turn the connector to fit the port. Hook up the plug on the other end of the
cable to the FireWire port on the back of the iMac monitor. Click "Finder" and select "Applications" to choose "Apple TV," which will launch the television application on the iMac for viewing cable TV programming. By Jeremiah Blanchard With all the different choices available through modern electronic
technology regarding TV's and their accessories, cable TV is the most basic service usually offered. It is easy to get lost or caught up in technical jargon associated with terms like flat screen, TruFlat, HDTV, digital cable, analog cable, Tivo and the numerous accessories offered. Basic cable television is
still widely available throughout most of the United States and across the globe. Connecting coaxial cable to a TV is a very simple process compared to other more technical options offered today. Locate the cable outlet in your home. This will be a wall socket usually near the floor with a protruding
threaded connection plug, with a single hole in the middle. Connect coaxial cable to the cable outlet. Place the cable connection onto the plug and screw it into place by turning clockwise. Ensure that the cable is tight and secure. Connect the other end of the coaxial cable to the cable connection port on
the back of your TV. This connection will look exactly like the wall connection and may be labeled as "cable in." Screw the cable in tight and secure. Turn the television on and surf the channels to ensure that your cable connection is working appropriately. Digital Trends may earn a commission when you
buy through links on our site. We wouldn’t blame you if you didn’t know Roku makes a soundbar. After all, the company’s known for its great streaming set-top boxes. But Roku does make a decent soundbar in its own right. While it’s not a Bose or a Sonos, you will get as good of sound as any other entry-
level soundbar on the market right now. Electronics retailer Abt has the Roku Smart Soundbar on sale right now as part of its Memorial Day sales lineup. Normally $180, you can pick it up for just $150 through Monday. The Smart Soundbar has all the features of the top-end Roku Ultra set-top box. You
will get 4K HDR streaming capabilities, Bluetooth, and HDMI connectivity. But in addition to the Roku capabilities, four 2.5-inch full-range drivers amplify the sound, giving you a better overall streaming experience. While we wouldn’t recommend the Smart Soundbar for your home theater setup — there
are much better options out there — for a bedroom TV, this is a great way to add Roku versus just the box alone. We think the audio quality is more than good enough for something like that. Of course, you’ll get all the great features Roku is known for, including super easy setup — just plug the HDMI
cable into your TV, turn it on and go — and thousands of channels to pick from. There’s a reason why Roku has been around for so long. Want even more sound? Roku even has a subwoofer and speakers on sale at Roku through May 31 for just $150 for a pair. We recommend picking up the speakers,
for sure. Paired together with the soundbar, you’ll get much better performance, and if you can swing it, the subwoofer will drastically improve the bass. So for less than $500, you’re getting a fully wireless sound system. As an aside, the basic wireless system from Sonos is three times that. That’s pretty
crazy. Again, Abt’s prices are only good until Memorial Day and Roku’s sale on the speakers until May 31, so you’ll want to act soon to save yourself some money, and make staying at home this summer a little more bearable. If you are shopping on a budget, don’t forget to check out the best Black Friday
Roku deals we found. We strive to help our readers find the best deals on quality products and services, and we choose what we cover carefully and independently. The prices, details, and availability of the products and deals in this post may be subject to change at anytime. Be sure to check that they are
still in effect before making a purchase.Digital Trends may earn commission on products purchased through our links, which supports the work we do for our readers. Editors' Recommendations Huntstock/DisabilityImages/Getty Images To connect a Roku to a TV, connect an audio/video cable to the
output on the device and the corresponding input on the TV. To set up the device, connect it to the Internet, turn it on and follow the setup prompts. Users can connect a Roku media player to a TV and setup the device using the following steps.Connect the device with an audio/video cableThere are three
kinds of audio/video cables that are compatible with the Roku: HDMI, component and composite cables. Plug one end of the cable into the correct output on the Roku; users who want to connect with component and composite cables should be sure to connect the colored cable connectors into the jacks
with the same colors. Plug the other end of the cable into the input jack on the TV.Connect the device to the InternetRoku devices support both wired and wireless Internet connection. To set up a wired connection, connect the Roku to a modem using an Ethernet cable. To set up a wireless connection,
provide the network name and password during the setup process.Set up the deviceTo complete the setup process, turn both the device and the TV on. Follow the prompts that pop up on the screen. While most modern soundbars rely on HDMI to connect to HDTVs and 4K TVs, there are still plenty of
soundbars on the market with legacy audio inputs that will work with older TVs—and yes, that includes CRT (aka “tube”) TVs that are decades old.By connecting an aging TV to a soundbar, you can give your older set a massive audio boost, complete with thumping bass and even virtualized 3D sound.
And if your ancient flat-screen or tube TV has the right outputs, hooking it up to a new soundbar will be a snap.Look for optical or RCA audio outputsThe first step is to check the back of your old TV to see what kind of audio outputs are available. If your aging TV lacks HDMI, the next best thing would be
an optical (or Toslink) audio port, which has a squarish opening with a pair of small notches on each side. Not only can optical audio connections handle compressed (but not lossless) 5.1- and even 7.1-channel Dolby Digital and DTS sound, they’re also widely supported by the latest soundbars. Ben
Patterson/IDG Many older TVs have at least analog stereo RCA audio outputs or even a multi-channel optical digital audio output. No sign of an optical output? Then look for a stereo pair of RCA audio outputs, one for the left channel (commonly white and marked “L”) and a second for the right channel
(commonly red and marked “R”). Many older TVs—even those as far back as the 1980s—will have these familiar-looking RCA plugs situated on their rear input/output panels, which can deliver analog stereo audio signals.Shopping the for the right soundbarOnce you’ve determined that your older TV has
either optical or RCA analog audio outputs, you’re ready to go soundbar shopping—and, if we may be so bold, your first stop should be our roundup of the best soundbars, where we have reviews of the best soundbars at various price levels. As you’re shopping, keep an eye out for soundbars that have
audio inputs that match your TV’s outputs. If your set has an optical audio output, good news: soundbars with optical inputs are (as we mentioned earlier) easy to find. That said, there are more and more soundbars (particularly newer ones) that have only HDMI ports, so be sure to look carefully. Ben
Patterson/IDG You’ll find plenty of soundbars on the market with optical and 3.5mm analog audio inputs that will work with older TVs. You’ll see fewer current soundbars with an analog audio inputs than with optical connectors, but they’re still reasonably easy to find, particularly when it comes to budget
soundbars in the sub-$200 range. What you’re looking for is a 3.5mm audio jack (generally labeled “AUX In”) that connects to the twin RCA connectors on your TV via a Y-shaped adapter cable (read on for help with picking the right cables). Related: 10 things to consider when shopping for a soundbar
Besides having the right connectors, you should also consider a soundbar with a virtual surround or 3D mode. Many of the latest soundbars have become remarkably adept at teasing surround and 3D audio out of 5.1- or even 2.0-channel audio sources. In particular, DTS Virtual:X is impressively effective
at tricking your ears into thinking they’re hearing sound from behind and even above your head, even when the original audio is only in stereo (which will be the case if your TV only has RCA-style analog audio outputs). And here’s the really good news: you can find DTS Virtual:X processing in soundbars
that cost well south of $200. Related: How virtual 3D audio is amping up the the latest soundbars Use the correct optical or 3.5mm-to-RCA cablesOnce you’ve matched the optical and/or RCA-style audio outputs on your TV to the matching inputs on a soundbar, all you need to do is connect them using the
proper cables. Most soundbar manufactures will include the proper optical cables (the ones that come with soundbars are generally quite short and thin) and RCA-to-3.5mm Y-cables.No cables in the box? Don’t fret; both optical audio cables and RCA-to-3.5mm Y-cables are readily available through
Amazon and other online retailers. Expect to spend about $15 or so for an optical cable, while RCA-to-3.5mm cables can be scooped up for less than $10. Amazon Optical audio cables and RCA-to-3.5mm Y-cables (pictured) are readily available on Amazon, typically for less than $10 each. Tweaking your
TV’s audio output settingsYou might also need to make some adjustments to your TV’s audio settings. While some TVs may pipe sound through their audio-out ports automatically, others may require you to tinker with their audio settings (just start digging from the main menu).You should also keep an eye
out for a setting that switches your TV from “fixed” audio output (which will allow the soundbar to control the volume) to “variable” output (where the TV controls the volume). If the option exists, consider going for the “variable” setting, which means you won’t need to switch back and forth between your
soundbar and TV remotes each time you want to adjust the volume. Ready to shop for soundbars? Check out our guide to the best high-end, mid-range, and budget options. Note: When you purchase something after clicking links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link
policy for more details.
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